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Physical prints available at additional cost

Special requests? Contact me and we’ll create something just for you!

ADDED OPTIONS

* 1 person : $ 199.00

* 2 people $100.00 per person

* 3 - 5 people $ 90.00 per person

* 6 - 10 people $75 per person

* 11 - 15 people $ 69 per person

*16 to 25 people $ 65.00 per person

GROUP PRICING

Head Shots and Portraits

* Photography at 1 location of broker / agents choice

* 30 images to choose from

* 3 final high resolution retouched images

* Choice of white and / or grey background

* Editing time 1 - 3 days by private online directory

This set of pricing is based on shooting at your location ( or any location other 

than my studio ) with mutiple participants.  The more people that participate, 

the lower the individual price becomes.

Head Shots
Multiple Clients

For Real Estate Agents



r* Relax and let your photographer help you with poses and angles. 
* Bring your ideas and likes and dislikes to my attention
* Avoid too many props.  Tech devices may convey a “cold” personality
* This is not a time for pets or family
We are experenced to help bring out confident, professional business 
headshots and portraits. that you can use for all your imagingneeds

TRUST YOUR PHOTOGRAPHER

MAKEUP!!!  Studies show, makeup increases people’s perception of a 
woman’s likability, trustworthiness, and competence.  Not too much... 
and that goes for men too!
*Take a trip to the salon or local barbershop  Great time for a cut or curl
* Get some rest the night before.  No bagy eyes please

MAKEUP AND GROOMING

Know Your Target Audience & Dress Accordingly
* business formal?  busniess casual.  What do you want to say on your first ( and 
lasting ) impression.
* Avoid busy patterns and excessive jewelery
* Avoid black.... to funeralish! Blue, grey, charcoal and men... colour up that tie!
*Bring a couple of change of jacket or shirt or blouse. to mix it up
* Ma* Make sure your clothes fit properly and are clean and wrinkle free!!!.  

DRESS FOR SUCCESS

Smile for the camera!  Studies show that happy smiling people are 
perceived as more trustworthy.... so turn that frown, upside down!!

SMILE


